AL 35899 -Recent measurements of mode pushing in a Fabry-Perot cavity, by an intra-cavity medium of atomic vapor, demonstrated that both the cavity scale factor, S, and the cavity sensitivity (defined by the ratio of S to the mode width, W ) may be enhanced in the region of anomalous dispersion associated with an absorption resonance of the vapor [1]. The enhancement is dependent on the net gain of the medium, even for a passive cavity. We demonstrate tuning the cavity scale factor and sensitivity for the passive cavity with an intra-cavity Rb87 vapor cell, using optical pumping between the two ground hyperfine levels. Since hyperfine pumping efficiency increases monotonically with the pump beam intensity, it is possible to achieve continuous tuning of the cavity scale factor from the region of finite enhancement, across its pole along the gain axis, and into the region of mode splitting with a fixed length vapor cell.
